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ABSTRACT You probably believe that a latent relationship between the brain and lower limbs exists
and it varies across different walking conditions (e.g., walking with or without an exoskeleton). Have you
ever thought what the distributions of measured signals are? To address this question, we simultaneously
collected electroencephalogram (EEG) and electromyogram (EMG) signals while healthy participants were
conducting four overground walking conditions without any constraints (e.g., specific speed). The EEG
results demonstrated that a wide range of frequencies from delta band to gamma band were involved in
walking. The EEG power spectral density (PSD) was significantly different in sensorimotor and posterior
parietal areas between exoskeleton-assistedwalking and non-exoskeletonwalking. The EMGPSDdifference
was predominantly observed in the theta band and the gastrocnemius lateralis muscle. EEG-EMG PSD
correlations differed among walking conditions. The alpha and beta bands were primarily involved in
consistently increasing EEG-EMG PSD correlations across the walking conditions, while the theta band was
primarily involved in consistently decreasing correlations as observed in the EEG involvement. However,
there is no dominant frequency band as observed in the EMG involvement. Channels located over the
sensorimotor area were primarily involved in consistently decreasing EEG-EMG PSD correlations and
the outer-ring channels were involved in the increasing EEG-EMG PSD correlations. Our study revealed the
spectral and spatial distributions relevant to overground walking and deepened the understanding of EEG and
EMG representations during locomotion, which may inform the development of a more human-compatible
exoskeleton and its usage in motor rehabilitation.
INDEX TERMS Correlation distribution, exoskeleton-assisted overground walking, electroencephalo-
gram (EEG), electromyogram (EMG), naturalistic overground walking, power spectral density (PSD).
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Zehong Cao .
I. INTRODUCTION
Walking is a basic activity in daily life, and involves multiple
functions ranging from perception to execution. When an
exoskeleton is used during walking, it directly affects the
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lower limb where the exoskeleton is attached and indirectly
affects the brain, which supervises the lower limb. The former
effect may lead to alterations in muscular activity, while the
latter effect may change brain activity. These effects can
be utilized to promote motor rehabilitation as benefiting to
restore the closed loop between the brain and muscles of the
lower limb [1], [2].
Establishment of the closed loop between the brain and
muscles of the lower limb is essential during walking.
Specifically, the central nervous system (CNS) initiates
movement intention and delivers it to the muscles through
the peripheral nervous system. The muscles then execute the
required movements accordingly and send feedback to the
CNS. For instance, imagined or real hand movements induce
desynchronization in the contralateral sensorimotor cortex
and synchronization in the ipsilateral sensorimotor cor-
tex [3]–[5], indicating an evident correlation between move-
ment and brain activation. This desynchronization is also
found in the central cortical area when the lower limb is
engaged in walking on a treadmill [6]. It is broadly accepted
that the main regions associated with walking are the primary
motor cortex and the primary somatosensory cortex [7]. This
association has also been observed using other neuroimag-
ing modalities, such as functional magnetic resonance imag-
ing [8]–[10] and functional near-infrared spectroscopy [11].
As described in the literature, the frequency representation
of EEG signals recorded from these relevant regions varies
under different walking conditions [6], [12], [13]. The alpha
and beta bands show relatively consistent involvement in
walking execution [12], [14]–[17]. In addition, a walking
comparison study found that higher theta band power was
observed during walking on a balance beam than during
walking on a treadmill [18]. It has also been reported that
amplitude modulation in the gamma band is related to gait
phase [19], [20]. However, the walking-related information in
the gamma band might be due to motion artifact contamina-
tion [21]. Motion artifacts can be detected using sophisticated
methods [22], [23] and removed from EEG data so that their
effects are excluded. A recent study reported that the appro-
priate sensor setup can mitigate motion artifact introduc-
tion into EEG at slow walking speeds [24]. Taken together,
the above findings demonstrate that the manner in which each
band is involved in walking has not yet been well established.
Nonetheless, the existence of a close relationship between
cortical activity and walking is confirmable. Hashimoto and
his colleagues reported that significant EEG-EMG coherence
was observed at the frequency range of 14∼ 30 Hz [25]. This
coherence was increased when a stronger muscular contrac-
tion was performed [26].
Although great progress in corticomuscular research dur-
ing locomotion was made in the past decades, the following
areas of research are either unaddressed or require further
investigation. First, EEG-EMG PSD correlations have not
been explored using high-density channels covering the entire
brain during walking with and without the use of an exoskele-
ton. Second, the extent of the involvement of each frequency
band and each channel (including EEG and EMG chan-
nels) in the EEG-EMG PSD correlations have not yet been
addressed. Third, to the best of our knowledge, almost all
previous studies have used a treadmill for the walking experi-
ments [6], [12], [17], [22], [27]–[29], with an exception of the
study in [30]. This may restrict the participants and alter their
normal walking postures [31], possibly leading to differences
in observations when compared to the situation where the
participant walks overground at a self-selected pace. Fourth,
EEG and EMG data should be recorded under different walk-
ing conditions using identical experimental settings (like the
setting in this study [30]). This includes the use of identical
devices, physical environment, and participant groups. This
is to ensure that the study’s findings are not biased due to
differences in experimental settings. The PSD representations
of EEG and EMG data related to walking with and without
the use of an exoskeleton must be further investigated using
data recorded with identical experimental settings. In order to
address the above gaps in research, we designed experiments
consisting of naturalistic walking and exoskeleton-assisted
walking and collected both EEG and EMG data using identi-
cal experimental settings for the different walking conditions
from the same participant group. In this study, the PSD rep-
resentations of both EEG and EMG were explored and the
distributions of the EEG-EMG correlations based on spectral
powers of gait cycles was illustrated. We hypothesize that
(1) spectral power desynchronization is dominantly observed
in the central region of the sensorimotor cortex, which cor-
responds to lower limb movements; (2) spectral powers of
EEG and EMG derived from each gait cycle are related dur-
ing walking and that there are different relationships during
naturalistic walking and exoskeleton-assisted walking; and
(3) EEG-EMG PSD correlations depend on frequency bands
and channel locations.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. PARTICIPANTS
Thirty healthy individuals were recruited for this study
through advertising on the campus of the National University
of Singapore (NUS). Only male participants were recruited
because (1) the exoskeleton was constructed for a specific
range of height and weight in order to appropriately provide
assistance; and (2) the strength of female participants is gen-
erally different from that of male participants, which may
lead to bias. Three subjects were excluded from the study
due to incomplete data recording. None of the participants
had any history of major lower limb injury or known neu-
rological or locomotor deficits. The participants had normal
vision or corrected-to-normal vision. Their average age was
24 years with a standard deviation of 2.32 years. The aver-
age body mass index was 22.92 ± 2.76 (mean ± standard
deviation).
This study was carried out in accordance with the rec-
ommendations of the Good Clinical Practice (GCP) and the
Bioethics Advisory Committee (BAC) guidelines and the
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FIGURE 1. Schematic illustrating the EEG and EMG signal processing and their analyses. The EEG signal was partitioned into gait cycles after
preprocessing, which consisted of downsampling, filtering, EOG and EMG artifacts mitigation, and ICA-based artifacts removal. Spectral power density
was analyzed for both EEG and EMG segments. Their correlations were also investigated.
applicable laws and regulations of Singapore. The protocol
was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the NUS,
and all participants provided written informed consent.
B. EXOSKELETON
The unilateral exoskeleton used in this study was a compact
and wearable robotic system that was optimized based on
the biomechanics of human gait to provide suitable assistive
torque for overground walking. The knee module was driven
by a compliant force-controllable linear actuator featuring
two sets of springs. The soft linear springs enabled the
actuator to have high force control fidelity, low mechanical
impedance, and true intrinsic compliance, while the tor-
sional springs had a higher force control range and band-
width [32]. In order to better synchronize the phases between
the exoskeleton and the participants, a hidden Markov model
was used to detect gait cycles, based on which an adap-
tive oscillator was implemented to estimate gait percentage.
A predefined gait trajectory with 10% of phase leading was
used to provide assistance with an impedance controller. The
impedance controller was set to 0.2 Nm/deg to provide low
assistive torque and to 0.4 Nm/deg to provide high assistive
torque [33].
C. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL
The participants were requested to perform four tasks:
Zero Force (ZF, walking with an exoskeleton without
torque assistance), Free Walk (FW, normal walking without
exoskeleton support), Low Assistant Force (LAF, walking
with an exoskeleton with low assistive torque), and High
Assistant Force (HAF, walking with an exoskeleton with
high assistive torque). The participants always performed
the FW first, which was followed by the ZF. The order
for performing LAF and HAF was randomized. The partic-
ipants performed each task three times consecutively in a
horizontal level corridor approximately 21 meters long and
2.1 meters wide. They were instructed to walk normally
similar to their daily walking without any restriction (i.e.,
at a self-selected pace). A triple-deck trolley accommodat-
ing equipment and monitoring displayers was pushed by an
experimenter who accompanied the participant alongside.
The trolley was maintained at a proper distance to the partic-
ipant (a picture of the experiment environment can be found
in Fig. 1 in [34]). During the walking experiment, EEG,
electrooculogram (EOG), and EMG were recorded using
an ANT ASA-Lab system (ANT; Enschede, Netherlands).
EEG data were collected using a WaveGuard EEG cap with
62 EEG channels (Eemagine GmbH; Berlin, Germany). The
impedance of the EEG channel was maintained below 10 k.
An additional EEG reference electrode was attached to the
right earlobe. In addition, one bipolar EOG channel and
four bipolar EMG channels were used. The positive and
negative poles of the EOG channel were respectively placed
in the supraorbital and infraorbital regions of the right eye.
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Four bipolar EMG channels were placed on the surfaces of
the major muscles connecting to the knee and ankle joints:
tibialis anterior (TA), gastrocnemius lateralis (GL), rectus
femoris (RF), and semitendinosus (SM). The placement of
the EMG electrodes was in accordance with the suggestions
by Criswell [35]. The centers of the two poles of the bipo-
lar channel were 4.5 cm apart from each other. An alcohol
swab saturated with 70% isopropyl alcohol was used to clean
the skin surface before attaching the electrodes. The EMG
electrodes were attached to the right lower limb, on which
the exoskeleton was worn. All channels (i.e., EEG, EOG, and
EMG channels) were simultaneously recorded at a sampling
rate of 1,000 Hz. Before task implementation, a reference
EMG record was collected while the participants voluntarily
contracted their muscles to the maximal extent (i.e., maximal
voluntary contraction, MVC). This recording was utilized to
normalize the EMG signal. The normalization processing can
mitigate differences in the force-generating capacities of var-
ious muscles, as well as differences across participants, as the
force is expressed as a percentage of the MVC [36], [37]. The
participants were allowed to practice to sufficiently acquaint
themselves with walking while wearing the exoskeleton.
D. METHODS
An overview of the processing and analyses of the concurrent
EEG and EMG signals is illustrated in Fig. 1. The EEG
signals were first preprocessed to remove artifacts derived
from eye and body movements etc., and then partitioned into
segments according to gait cycles extracted based on the
EMG signals. Analyses were performed for individual EEG
and EMG signals, as well as for their PSD correlations.
1) PREPROCESSING
a: GAIT CYCLE IDENTIFICATION
Biomechanical data were not collected in the experiment. The
gait cycles were therefore identified based on the EMG sig-
nals, as follows. After detrending and centering, a bandpass
(2 ∼ 400 Hz) filter was applied to the EMG signals using
the function pop−eegfiltnew() in EEGLAB [38]. The filtered
signals were then normalized using the reference record,
expressed as a percentage of the maximum muscle activity
recorded when the participant performed theMVC [36], [37].
The signal magnitude varied from one gait cycle to another,
although the pattern of magnitude change was similar across
the different gait cycles. We therefore utilized a peak detec-
tion method to partition continuous recordings into gait
cycles [39]. Specifically, an in-house program for peak detec-
tion was used to calculate a threshold value dependent on the
maximum and minimum values based on the combination
of four EMG signals. The values above the threshold were
detected as peaks. The intervals between the periodic peaks
corresponded to gait cycles. After using this automatic gait
cycle identification, a visual inspectionwas further conducted
to adjust the partition of the gait cycles or to remove abnormal
gait cycles. A gait cycle was identified as abnormal when
its magnitude pattern did not follow the standard pattern.
Extremely short or long gait cycles were also removed if their
lengths were one standard deviation shorter or longer than
the average length. 85.07%, 85.54%, 87.63%, and 87.56%
of the originally collected gait cycles remained for ZF, FW,
LAF, and HAF, respectively. The markers of the remaining
gait cycles were stored for further use.
b: EMG PREPROCESSING
It is worth noting that the EMG data used for gait cycle
identification were not directly used for data analysis after
the processing steps. Instead, we analyzed the EMG data
only after detrending and centering. The EMG data were first
downsampled to 250 Hz, and then partitioned into gait cycles
according to the gait cycle markers.
c: EEG PREPROCESSING
For each EEG channel, the amplitude mean was removed by
subtracting the mean of each channel from the amplitudes
of that channel. The EEG signals were then downsampled
to 250 Hz and bandpass filtered (0.5 ∼ 45 Hz) (using the
functions in EEGLAB). This was followed by EOG mitiga-
tion. The effect of eye movements on EEG was mitigated
using an adaptive filtering method [40]. The effect of EMG
on the EEG was mitigated using a canonical correlation
analysis-basedmethod [41]. Subsequently, a continuous EEG
signal was epoched into two-second segments. This was fol-
lowed by segment rejection using EEGLAB toolbox [38].
The numbers of remaining segments were 54.3 ± 14.9, 46.8
± 6.8, 51.2 ± 12.3, and 49.4 ± 9.6 for the ZF, FW, LAF,
and HAF conditions, respectively. Independent component
analysis using the infomax algorithm was utilized to decom-
pose the remaining EEG segments into signal sources (i.e.,
independent components [ICs]). We obtained 62 indepen-
dent components (equivalent to the number of EEG chan-
nels used for the decomposition). The ICs representing the
remaining effects of EOG and EMG after the preceding EOG
and EMG artifact mitigation or the pulse interference were
removed. Examples of artefactual components are illustrated
in Supplementary Figure S1. After the removal of artefac-
tual ICs, the remaining ICs were then back-projected with
the continuous EEG before the segmentation to reconstruct
the continuous artifact-pruned EEG signal (see Fig. 1). The
artifact-pruned EEG signal was then partitioned into gait
cycles based on the gait cycle markers.
2) DATA ANALYSIS
Spectral power analysis was separately conducted for the
EEG and EMG signals. A Fourier transform was applied
to each gait cycle to estimate the frequency band powers.
Frequency band powers were then transformed to log-space
by computing ten times the base-10 logarithm of the powers
for each frequency band (10 × log10Power ). Five frequency
bands (i.e., delta, 0.5 ∼ 4 Hz; theta, 4 ∼ 7 Hz; alpha
8 ∼ 12 Hz; beta 13 ∼ 30 Hz; and gamma, 31 ∼ 45 Hz) were
analyzed for the EEG signal. The walking condition FW was
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used as a baseline and the other three walking conditions with
an exoskeleton were normalized by dividing corresponding
powers at each frequency. The two-tailed t-test was employed
to find channels on where frequency band powers of the
walking conditions with an exoskeleton significantly differed
from that of the walking condition without an exoskeleton.
The significance level was adjusted by false discovery rate
(FDR) to control the type I error. A total of six frequency
bands (i.e., the above five frequency bands and an addi-
tional high-frequency band [100 ∼ 120 Hz]) were analyzed
for the EMG signal. One-way repeated-measures analysis
of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine whether there
were significant spectral power differences between the walk-
ing conditions for each EMG channel and frequency band
(4 channels × 6 frequency bands = 24). The false discovery
rate (FDR) was used to correct for multiple comparisons.
Statistical analyses were performed using Matlab software
(Mathworks Inc., Version 8.6). In addition to the individual
power analysis, the PSD correlations between EEG and EMG
across the gait cycles was investigated. In order to eliminate
potential interference due to varying power levels from one
gait cycle to another, frequency band power was normalized
through dividing by the sum of the five frequency band
powers (i.e., delta, theta, alpha, beta, and gamma) to obtain
relative power. We let ei equal the spectral power of the ith
gait cycle in a frequency band from an EEG channel and mi
equal the spectral power of the ith gait cycle in a frequency
band from an EMG channel. The EEG-EMG PSD correlation













where n was the number of gait cycles for a subject, e¯ and m¯
were the means of the spectral powers across all gait cycles









The PSD correlation calculation was repeated for each
pair of EEG-EMG channels for all conditions (i.e., ZF,
FW, LAF, and HAF), all frequency bands, and all subjects.
This resulted in a total of 803,520 (62 EEG channels ×
5 frequency bands × 4 EMG channels × 6 frequency
bands × 4 conditions × 27 participants). Within all 803,520
EEG-EMG PSD correlations, non-significant EEG-EMG
PSD correlations were screened out using the criterion of
that their correlation values were not significant at the sig-
nificance level of 0.05 (uncorrected), and then their correla-
tion values were set to zero. Subsequently, the EEG-EMG
PSD correlation values were averaged across participants
after fisher z-transformation (including zeros). This resulted
in 29,760 correlations (62 EEG channels × 5 frequency
bands × 4 EMG channels × 6 frequency bands × 4 con-
ditions). The average values of the EEG-EMG PSD corre-
lations were then compared among the different conditions.
We selected EEG-EMG PSD correlations whose average
values were consistently increased or decreased across the
different conditions (from ZF to HAF). Finally, we counted
the number of times that each frequency band was involved
in the remaining PSD correlations and explored their spatial
distributions.
III. RESULTS
We separately analyzed the power spectral densities of the
EEG and EMG signals, as well as their PSD correlations.
We investigated the frequency bands and spatial distributions
for significant EEG-EMG PSD correlations with consistent
changes across the different conditions.
A. PSD ANALYSES
Fig. 2 depicts the topographies of PSD differences between
the walking conditions with an exoskeleton (i.e., ZF, LAF,
and HAF) and the walking condition without an exoskeleton
(i.e., FW) in all five frequency bands. Red color indicates a
higher PSD relative to FW while blue color indicates a lower
PSD. The black dots stand for the channels with significant
difference (FDR-corrected p < 0.01). The PSD was elevated
in the beta and gamma bands over the sensorimotor and
posterior parietal areas when assistance torque was provided
when compared to FW. Higher assistance torque resulted in
a larger increase in the PSD in the left posterior parietal
region. In most cases, the PSD changes relative to FW is
not unitary, showing the coexistence of increase and decrease
in the PSD. Fig. 3 shows event-related spectral perturbation
(ERSP) over gait cycle for a representative channel (i.e., Cz).
We can see that ERSP was modulated across gait cycle for
all walking conditions. The highest modulation appeared dur-
ing ZF. The PSDs of each EMG channel and band were com-
pared between conditions. The ANOVA results are presented
in Fig. 4(A) (p-value was corrected using the FDR for multi-
ple comparisons). As shown in Fig. 4(A), the dominant band
and EMG channel involved in significant spectral power dif-
ferences between the different conditions were the theta band
and the GL channel (e.g., theta band in GL, F(3,104) = 17.9,
p< 0.0001). A post-hoc two-tailed paired t-test revealed that
spectral power differences between the different conditions
were largely attributed to significant differences between FW
and the other three conditions (see Fig. 4(B), e.g., ZF versus
FW [t(26) = 7.2, p < 0.0001], FW versus LAF [t(26) =
−6.5, p < 0.0001], FW versus HAF [t(26) = −6.0, p <
0.0001] in the theta band at channel GL). This indicates that
the exoskeleton dramatically affected the spectral power rep-
resentation in the EMG channels. Spectral power differences
between walking conditions depended on frequency band and
channel location. Delta band power during FW was higher
than that during the other walking conditions at the GL and
SM channels. Power was lower in the other bands during FW
(see Fig. 4(B)).
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FIGURE 2. Topographies of power spectral density (PSD) differences between the walking conditions with an exoskeleton
(i.e., ZF, LAF, and HAF) and the walking condition without an exoskeleton (i.e., FW) for all five frequency bands (i.e., delta,
theta, alpha, beta, and gamma bands). Red color indicates a higher PSD relative to FW while blue color indicates a lower
PSD. The black dots stand for the channels with significant difference (FDR-corrected p < 0.01).
FIGURE 3. Time-frequency plots for four walking conditions at a representative channel (i.e., Cz), illustrating amplitude modulations relative to the full
gait cycle baseline.
As shown in Fig. 5, the theta band in the EEG signal was
predominant (equal to or greater than 25%) in the case of
consistent decrease, while the alpha and beta bands were
predominant in the case of consistent increase. However,
no predominant band was found in the EMG signal for both
cases of consistent decrease or increase. The spatial distri-
butions of the consistently decreasing PSD correlations in
EMG channels was relatively equal (see Fig. 6). In the case
of consistently increasing PSD correlations, the TA chan-
nel was relatively predominant for the involvement in the
correlations, while the SM channel was the least involved.
When studying the spatial distributions of the EEG channels
involved in the remaining PSD correlations, we found that
the EEG channels over the sensorimotor area were mainly
relevant to the consistently decreasing PSD correlations, and
the outer-ring EEG channels located around the peripheral
scalp were primarily involved in the consistently increasing
PSD correlations (see Fig. 7). This spatial distribution was
more obvious for channels that were ranked more highly.
Although low EMG frequencies were included for analysis in
some studies [42], [43], other researchers are of the opinion
that these frequencies should be excluded [44]. In order to
eliminate potential distortion due to low EMG frequencies in
our analyses, we repeated the analyses after removing low
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FIGURE 4. (A) ANOVA results for the four EMG channels (TA: tibialis
anterior, GL: gastrocnemius lateralis, RF: rectus femoris, SM:
semitendinosus) and six frequency bands. Light green color represents no
significance, while the other colors represent different significance levels
(after FDR correction for the multiple comparisons). (B) Means and
standard errors of significant EMG power spectral densities,
as determined using ANOVA (shown in non-green colors in the chart (A)).
Asterisks illustrate post-hoc two-tailed paired t-test results (∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗
p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001, and ∗∗∗∗ p < 0.0001).
EMG frequencies (i.e., delta and theta bands). The results are
presented in Supplementary Figures S2, S3, and S4. These
results did not reverse our findings.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. PSD ANALYSES OF EEG
The PSD analyses in this study demonstrated that a wide
range of frequencies spanning from delta band to gamma
band were involved in walking. This finding is agreement
with the collective results derived from a batch of previ-
ous studies [12], [15], [16], [18]–[20], showing that the
theta, alpha, beta, and gamma bands are related to walking.
We found that PSD was significantly different when walk-
ing with an exoskeleton compared to walking without an
exoskeleton, reflecting that the use of exoskeleton gave rise to
PSD alteration during walking. Differences in PSD between
different walking conditions were also observed in other
experiments. The theta band power during balance beam
walking differed from that during treadmill walking [18].
The extent of engagement to walking can modulate PSD in
FIGURE 5. Occurrence (in percentage) of each band involved in
consistently decreasing or increasing PSD correlations between EEG and
EMG across the walking conditions. PSD correlations were calculated
between EEG and EMG for each channel and each band, and then only
significant correlations (p < 0.05, uncorrected) with consistent changes
across the walking conditions were retained. The numbers of occurrences
in these remaining PSD correlations for each band were counted and are
reported as percentages.
FIGURE 6. Occurrence (in percentage) of each EMG channel involved in
consistently decreasing or increasing PSD correlations between EEG and
EMG across the walking conditions. TA, GL, RF, and SM are abbreviations
for tibialis anterior, gastrocnemius lateralis, rectus femoris, and
semitendinosus, respectively.
brain activities as concluded from a robot-assisted treadmill
walking study, where themu and beta band powers weremore
suppressed during active walking than passive walking [12].
Recently, the gamma band has also been shown to be involved
in walking, as its oscillation is dynamically modulated in
relation to the gait cycle [12], [16], [19]. This is in accordance
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FIGURE 7. Spatial distributions of the top EEG channels (i.e., highest involvement in the EEG-EMG PSD correlation) involved in
consistently decreasing or increasing PSD correlations between EEG and EMG across the walking conditions. The channels located
over the sensorimotor area were predominantly involved in the decreasing PSD correlations and those scattered around the
outer-ring area (i.e., around the peripheral scalp) were predominantly involved in the increasing PSD correlations.
with our finding of the involvement of gamma band in walk-
ing. In this study, we further revealed that the gamma band
power was increased in sensorimotor and posterior parietal
areas during walking with an exoskeleton compared to during
walking without an exoskeleton. The enhancement of gamma
band power was larger when higher force was provided to
assist walking. Additionally, our study showed that delta
band was modulated during walking. Prior to our work,
features extracted from delta-band EEG signals have been
utilized to decode kinematic and kinetic parameters of walk-
ing [28], [30]. As demonstrated in [30], the walking-related
EMG can be decoded based on the delta band power of
EEG. The relevance of the delta band to walking is fur-
ther elucidated in our study, showing distinct differences
between walking conditions depending on brain regions.
Taken together, PSD was modulated in wide frequency range
and multiple brain locations during walking and was differ-
ential between walking conditions. The findings in this study
led us to speculate that an individual band modulation in
particular brain region could underpin a certain neural process
pertaining to walking and these individual band modulations
collaboratively contribute to coordination and implementa-
tion of walking. For instance, the theta band modulation
might underpin sensorimotor integration [45].
B. PSD ANALYSES OF EMG
The PSD of the EMG signal was significantly affected by the
assistive exoskeleton. The majority of PSD comparisons over
the different EMG channels and frequency bands showed
an increase in PSD for conditions where an exoskeleton
was used when compared to the condition where it was not
used (see Fig. 4(B)). An increase in PSD when using the
assistive exoskeleton was also found in another indepen-
dent study [46]. However, we observed two exceptions in
this study, where the power was decreased when using the
assistive exoskeleton (i.e., GL-Delta and SM-Delta). Both
exceptions appeared in the delta band, and may be due to
soft tissue motion artifacts. In general, the effects of the
exoskeleton on muscle activity depend on channel location
and the frequency band. Based on the results of this study,
an assistive exoskeleton mostly affects the GL muscle and
the theta band power of EMG (see Fig. 4(A)). There were
no significant differences in most of the power comparisons
between conditions wherein an exoskeleton was used. This
signifies that great care is required when the EMG signal
is used to distinguish different levels of exoskeleton-based
assistance. The EMG channel and the frequency band should
be carefully selected when using EMG to distinguish con-
ditions wherein an exoskeleton is worn because only very
few cases with specific channels and specific frequency bands
exhibit significant power differences, as shown in this study.
Of note, the above findings were obtained based on aggre-
gated power analyses averaged across all gait cycles and all
time points for each gait cycle. Differential characteristics
between different conditions wherein an exoskeleton is worn
may exist in some time phases of the gait cycle.
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C. DISTRIBUTION OF EEG-EMG PSD CORRELATIONS
The frequency bands and spatial distributions of significant
EEG-EMG PSD correlations were explored in this study.
We found that frequency bands in the EEG were not equiva-
lently involved in the EEG-EMG PSD correlations. Further-
more, the predominantly involved bands were not identical
for the cases of consistently decreasing and increasing PSD
correlations. In the case of consistently decreasing PSD cor-
relations, the theta band was predominant. The predominant
bands were the alpha and beta bands in the case of con-
sistently increasing PSD correlations. Taken together, these
results indicate that the PSD correlation between the EEG
and EMG was modulated across the walking conditions,
and that this modulation was different at different frequency
bands. The contrasting modulations for different frequency
bands were also found in the amplitude as reported in previ-
ous studies [20], [47]. In addition, the predominant involve-
ment of the beta band in the EEG-EMG PSD correlation
in this study corroborated the results of a previous study
reporting that the beta band is involved in the relationship
between EEG and EMG during motor execution [25], [48],
[49]. As reported by Seeber et al., amplitude was conversely
modulated in the high and low gamma bands during walk-
ing, as indicated by the time-frequency exploration of gait
cycles [20]. It was decreased in the alpha and beta bands
and increased in the high gamma band during movements of
the upper limb (e.g., finger movements) [47]. This opposite
modulation (i.e., increase vs. decrease) existed not only in
amplitude, but also in the relationship between the EEG and
EMGPSDs, as indicated by the results of this study.We found
that the EEG PSD changed along with the EMG PSD over
gait cycles, and that the relationship between EEG and EMG
underwent opposing changes across the walking conditions
depending on the frequency band. Increased assistive torque
was associated with increased cross-frequency correlation
between EEG PSDs in the alpha and beta bands and EMG
PSDs. This suggests that brain activity at the alpha and beta
bands was more correlative with muscular activity over gait
cycles. In the theta band of the EEG, the PSD correlation with
the EMG data was decreased when there was an increase in
assistive torque. This reflects a weakening of the relation-
ship between brain activity at the theta band and muscular
activity. In contrast to our observations for the EEG bands,
we did not find any EMG band that was predominantly
involved in either consistently decreasing or consistently
increasing EEG-EMG PSD correlations. As observed in this
study, the direction of the EEG-EMG PSD correlation was
reversed (changed from positive to negative correlation, and
vice versa) in walking conditions without assistive torque
when compared to walking conditions with assistive torque.
This demonstrates that the EEG-EMG PSD correlation was
affected by the assistive torque provided by the exoskeleton.
The coexistence of the opposing changes in the EEG-EMG
PSD correlation indicates that the relationship adjustment
between the EEG and EMGwas not singular. Both increasing
and decreasing changes in the EEG-EMG PSD correlations
might play important roles in the incorporation of assis-
tive torque into the loop between the brain and the lower
limb when assistive torque is introduced into the loop. The
direction of the EEG-EMG PSD correlation in the different
walking conditions depended on the locations of the mus-
cles and the brain regions. Based on our exploration of the
EMG channels involved in the consistent EEG-EMG PSD
correlations, the TA channel was predominantly involved
in the consistently increasing EEG-EMG PSD correlations.
This is in line with the previous observation of EEG-EMG
coherence at the TA channel [25], [50]. They only used one
EMG channel and had not explored the other EMG channels
as employed in this study. We speculate that the spatial dis-
tribution might be related to the mechanism underlying the
changes in drive from the human brain to lower limb muscles
under the different walking conditions. The spatial distribu-
tion of the EEG channels indicate that the channels located
over the sensorimotor area (e.g., C2) were predominantly
involved in the decreasing EEG-EMG PSD correlations and
that the channels scattered around the outer-ring area (i.e.,
around the peripheral scalp) were predominantly involved in
the increasing EEG-EMG PSD correlations (see Fig.7). This
phenomenon was more conspicuous for channels ranked as
more involved in the PSD correlation. For instance, the top
four channels involved in the decreasing PSD correlations
were located at the midline sensorimotor area, which has
repeatedly been found to be associated with walking [6], [7].
There has thus far been no report regarding the association
between outer-ring channels and walking. The underlying
mechanism of this association is not clear and requires further
study. We speculate that this association may be related to
the coordination between the processing of the perceived gait
posture and the reactions of the muscles.
D. LIMITATIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS
This study has a few limitations. Biomechanical data, such
as walking speed and acceleration, were not recorded. As a
result, the EEG and EMG signals cannot be analyzed in
relation to biomechanical data. The upper limbs usually
swing along with the movements of the lower limbs. Due
to the absence of biomechanical data recorded from the
upper limbs, we were unable to probe the effect of upper
limb movement. We have presented the PSD results after
correction for multiple comparisons, but did not correct the
p-values for the EEG-EMG PSD correlations. This is because
the p-values for the EEG-EMG PSD correlations were not
directly presented as results and underwent further process-
ing. In contrast, the ANOVA results were presented directly.
When exploring the EEG-EMG PSD correlations, p-values
were used to screen out meaningful correlations at the first
step. A further screening criterion was imposed to select
correlations with consistent increases or decreases across the
walking conditions. After this step, the spurious correlations
were excluded from further distribution analysis. As great
care was taken to remove non-neuronal artifacts before the
data analyses, neck muscle activity should not account for
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the consistently increasing EEG-EMG PSD correlations at
the outer-ring EEG channels. Moreover, neck muscle activity
mainly affects the EEG channels located on the back of
the scalp. The observed EEG channels should be gathered
at the back of the scalp if neck muscle activity led to the
above finding. However, this was not the case. In this study,
we utilized power spectrum correlations to investigate the
correlation between EEG and EMG data. This enabled us to
explore PSD coupling between the EEG and EMG across gait
cycles and frequency bands. In addition, a few other methods,
such as coherence and directed transfer function [51], are
available to explore the relationship between EEG and EMG.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, we explored the spectral power densities of
EEG and EMG signals and their PSD correlations under four
walking conditions performed in identical experimental set-
tings. A wide range of frequencies from delta band to gamma
band were involved in walking. The EEG PSD was signifi-
cantly different in sensorimotor and posterior parietal areas
between exoskeleton-assisted walking and non-exoskeleton
walking. The EMG PSD representation was affected by the
exoskeleton during walking, and there were obvious distinc-
tions between walking without an exoskeleton and walking
while wearing the exoskeleton. However, the effects of the
exoskeleton on the EMG PSD were much similar among
the different walking conditions wherein the exoskeleton
was worn. The exploration of EEG-EMG PSD correlations
demonstrated that the relationship between the EEG and
EMGover gait cycles was altered across the different walking
conditions and that the alteration in the EEG-EMG relation-
ship depended on the frequency band. As observed in the
EEG signal, the theta band was predominant in the decreasing
EEG-EMG PSD correlations and the alpha and beta bands
were predominant in the increasing EEG-EMG PSD correla-
tions. There was no predominant frequency band in the EMG
signal. Based on the spatial distribution, the TAEMG channel
was the most involved in the increasing EEG-EMG PSD
correlations and the SM EMG channel was the least involved.
Intriguingly, the predominant EEG channels involved in the
decreasing EEG-EMG PSD correlations were found over
the sensorimotor area, while the predominant EEG channels
involved in the increasing EEG-EMG PSD correlations were
scattered around the outer-ring area. This is the first study
to address the spatial distributions relevant to walking from
the perspective of the different channels. Our findings add to
an expanding body of knowledge regarding EEG and EMG
representations associated with ambulation. They may be
informative for the development of amore human-compatible
assistive exoskeleton and new locomotor rehabilitation tech-
niques with gait orthosis.
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